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Nonconforming Finite Elements for the Stokes Problem*

By Michel Crouzeix and Richard S. Falk

Dedicated to Professor Eugene Isaacson on the occasion of his 70th birthday

Abstract. A new stability result is obtained for the approximation of the stationary

Stokes problem by nonconforming piecewise cubic approximations to the velocities and

a discontinuous piecewise quadratic approximation to the pressure. The basic result is

that for most reasonable meshes, these elements form a stable pair without the addition

of quartic bubble functions (which had previously been added to insure stability).

1. Introduction. In the finite element approximation of the velocity-pressure

formulation of the stationary Stokes equations using triangular finite elements, sev-

eral approaches appear in the literature. One might classify these into conforming

schemes which use a continuous piecewise polynomial approximation to the velocity

and a discontinuous piecewise polynomial approximation to the pressure, conform-

ing schemes which use continuous piecewise polynomial approximations for both

velocity and pressure, macroelement schemes in which the pressure elements (usu-

ally discontinuous) are defined on a coarser mesh than the velocity elements, and

nonconforming schemes in which the velocities are only continuous at appropriate

Gauss points on the triangle edges, and discontinuous pressures are used.

In an early paper on the finite element approximation of the Stokes problem by

the first author and P.-A. Raviart [4], several combinations of conforming and non-

conforming velocity elements and discontinuous pressure elements were analyzed.

Specifically, in the case of conforming velocity elements, it was shown that piece-

wise constant pressures could be paired with piecewise quadratic velocities (an idea

suggested by Fortin [5]) to give a (suboptimal) 0(h) energy norm convergence rate.

When discontinuous piecewise linear pressures are used, a corresponding veloc-

ity space of continuous piecewise quadratics augmented by cubic bubble functions

improves the convergence rate to 0(h2). In the case of discontinuous quadratic

pressures, a corresponding velocity space of continuous piecewise cubics augmented

by two quartic bubbles for each component of velocity gives an energy norm con-

vergence rate of 0(h3). In later work of Bernardi and Raugel [1], following another

idea of Fortin [6], it was shown that pairing piecewise constant pressures with a

velocity space consisting of continuous piecewise linear functions augmented by one

(vector) quadratic per edge also yield an 0(h) energy norm convergence rate. In

the case of higher-order elements, Scott and Vogelius [10] proved that except for

some exceptional meshes, the use of discontinuous piecewise polynomials of degree
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n (n > 3) for pressure and continuous piecewise polynomials of degree n + 1 for

velocity (without adding any bubble functions) give methods with optimal-order

convergence rates.

Since the pairing of constant pressures with continuous piecewise linear velocities

is not convergent (for most meshes, the set of such velocities with zero divergence is

{0}) and the substitution of quadratic velocities leads to a suboptimal convergence

rate, Crouzeix and Raviart also studied the use of nonconforming velocity spaces.

They showed that constant pressures paired with nonconforming piecewise linear

velocities give an optimal 0(h) energy norm convergence rate. The case of noncon-

forming quadratic velocities was not considered in their paper, but was considered

in a later paper of Fortin [7], where it was proved that nonconforming quadratic

velocities may be paired with discontinuous linear pressures to produce an 0(h2)

method. Crouzeix and Raviart also considered the case of nonconforming cubic ve-

locities and discontinuous quadratic pressures, but obtained an 0(h3) convergence

rate only by augmenting each component of the velocity space by two quartic bub-

ble functions (as in the conforming case). The purpose of this paper is to improve

this last result by showing that for most commonly used meshes, the quartic bubble

functions are not needed to give a convergent method of optimal order. In light

of the work of Scott and Vogelius (mentioned above) that conforming velocity el-

ements of degree > 4 already give optimal-order methods, the three lowest-order

cases of nonconforming elements appear to be the only ones of interest.

An outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we define the notation to

be used and recall some of the theory of the finite element approximation of the

stationary Stokes equations. In the now standard approach to this problem, the

essential feature of the analysis is the verification of an appropriate form of the inf-

sup condition. The verification of such a condition for the choice of nonconforming

cubic velocities and discontinuous quadratic pressures is done in the remaining

sections for various types of meshes.

2. Notation and Preliminaries. For f2 a polygonal domain in R2, we thus

consider the approximation of the stationary Stokes problem: Find u = (ui,u2)

and p satisfying

-i/Au + Vp = f    in n,

divu = 0    in Q,

u = 0    on du,

where u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, f are the body forces per unit mass,

and v is the viscosity. The variational formulation of this problem is:

Find u = (ui,u2) e (Hr](Q))2 and p 6 L2(0)/R satisfying

o(u,v) - (p,divv) = (f,v)    for all v G (H0l(Q))2,

(div u, q) = 0 for all q G L2 (fi)/R,

where

I \ TT^     [    dui   dvi   A
au,v ) = v\     \   —-—dx

¿"i Jn dij dx3

and (•, •) denotes the L2(fl) inner product.
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The finite element methods we consider may be described abstractly as fol-

lows. We let Th denote a triangulation of Q by triangles T of diameter < h. We

then denote by W>¡ a finite-dimensional approximation of (H¿(U))2. Since we are

considering nonconforming methods, W/, £ (#o(^))2, ou^ vh\r G /Í1(T) for all

Vh G Wh and T G rj,. We assume that

l|vfc||i,fc= I y \yh\2itT\
\Terh J

is a norm on W/,. Let Qh denote a finite-dimensional subspace of L2(Q)/U. The

approximation scheme is then: Find u^ G W/, , Ph GQh satisfying

ah(vLh,\h) - (Ph, divftVh) = (f,vh)    for all vh G Wh,

(div^Uft, q) = 0 for all qGQh,

where

,   dui dvi
Mu,v)=o. >. / ^^.(u,v) = .E.E/

and div^v is the L2(f2) function whose restriction to each triangle T G Th is given

by (divv)|T.

The analysis of this type of method is well understood. If the space W/, were

conforming, the general theory of saddle-point problems developed by Babuäka and

Brezzi could be applied directly. In that case the only difficulty in the analysis is

the verification of the inf-sup condition

/oil • t (div\h,Qh) .
(2.1) inf sup     j—¡¡-¡j—¡7- > 1-

o#<jh£Qh o#vhewÄ ||Vfc||i||<7/i||o

When (2.1) holds, one obtains the quasi-optimal error estimate

||u - UfcHi + \\p - ph\\o < Cinfdlu - VfeHi + ||p - qh\\0),

where the inf is taken over all v/¡ € Wh and qh GQh- For nonconforming methods,

a straightforward modification of this result leads to the conclusion that if

,„„, .  , (divhyh,Qh)   .
(2.2) inf sup     j—r,—r—¡7- > 7,

0^qheQh 0^vh€Wh ||Vft||l,/i||q,/l||o

then one obtains the error estimate

l|u — u/tHi,/. + ||p-Ph||o

(2.3) <C inf(||u - yhh,h + ||p - qh\\0) + sup ̂  ¿rjffi" P»> 'W*

where the inf is taken over all v/j G W/, and qh G Qh and the sup is taken over all

w,, G Wh-

Since [4] predated the work of Brezzi [3], the analysis in the former paper does

not proceed by giving a direct verification of condition (2.2). However, using the

interpolants constructed in [4], condition (2.2) can be easily verified on each triangle

for the elements considered, with the global result following immediately. This

local verification of condition (2.2) depends on the fact that appropriate bubble
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functions have been added to the basic nonconforming spaces. In order to verify

(2.2) without adding these bubble functions, we instead seek to verify (2.2) first

on a patch of elements. This idea was previously used by Boland and Nicolaides

[2] and Stenberg [11]. The basic technique is described in Girault and Raviart

[8, pp. 129-132] for the case of conforming elements. In our case, we first define

a collection of subdomains fîr C H, r = 1,2,..., i?, such that Qr is a union of

triangles T0,r, T1>r,...,TMr%r G rh and

R

n= (jnr.
r=l

We assume that there exists a constant L independent of h such that for all T G Th

the number of r such that Qr C\ T ^ 0 is bounded by L. We next define

Vh(nr) = {u/l:Uh|Tt,rG(P3)2,fc = 0,l,...,Mr,uh=0inn/r2r,

Uh continuous at the Gauss points on all triangle sides},

Hh(ilr) = l q G L2(nr):q\Tkr G P2 and   f     qdx = 0,

k = 0,1,..., Mr, q = 0 in ü/ür \ .

The weak local verification of condition (2.2) on the patch of elements Qr will

consist of establishing the validity of the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis HO. There exists a positive constant 7*, independent of h and r, such

that

,0 a\ ■   r (diVfcVft,9fc) ,
(2.4) inf sup      j-r.-r,-¡j- > 7 .

o¿qheHh o^vh€Vh ||Vh||i,/i,nr||9/»||o,nr

We shall do this by showing the validity of

Hypothesis HI. For all qh G i//,(fír), there exists u/, G V/,(fir) such that

(2.5) divhuh =qh    and    Hu^i^n, < ||gh||o,nr/7*-

As in the papers mentioned above (e.g. see Theorem 1.12 of [8]), we can establish

the following result. We include a proof for the sake of completeness and also since

we do not assume, as in [2] and [8], that the domains Qr are disjoint.

THEOREM 2.1.   Let

W/i = {uh'-Uhlr G (P3)2, T G Th,Uh continuous at the Gauss points

on all triangle sides, u/, = 0 at the Gauss points on dQ},

Qh= \qGL2(ü),q\TGP2, T G rh, f qdx = 0 J .

Then, if hypothesis HI is satisfied, condition (2.2) holds with a constant 7 indepen-

dent of h.

Proof. For qh G Qh, one can construct by standard techniques a function w/, G

Wh satisfying for all T G r^ the conditions

/ div/lwhdj= / qhdx,        ||wh||iiAin < ||g/i||o,n/7i>
Jt Jt
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with 7i independent of h. Setting

(2.6) Ph = qh- divfcWfc,

we may write
R

Ph=yph,r,

r=l

where

ph,rGHh(nr)    and   Ph,r-Ph,r'=0   forrar'.

Hence we have
R

\\Ph\\l,Q = y\\Ph,r\\l,nr-
r=l

Using (2.5), we may write

Ph,r = divhuh,r   with ||uft,r||i,ft,nr < ||Ph,r||o,nr/7*-

Then we set

R

(2.7) uh = y uh,r   and   \h = uh+ wh,

r=l

so that we have

(2.8) divhVft = qh

and

R

W\\\,h,n = y Kllï.r <¿EE IK'lli.r
T€rh T€Th r=l

R

<Ly\\uh,r\\2i,h,nr<L\\Ph\\2o,nh*2-
r=l

From (2.6) it follows that

l|Pft||o,n < llîhllo.n + ||divhwfe||o,n < ||g/>||o,n + v^Hw^Hi^.n

< (l + v/2/7i)\\Qh\\o,ii■

Using (2.6) and (2.7), we then obtain

||vft||i,/,,n < ||uh||i,h,n + ||wh||i,hin < \/L(ii + v/2)||<7/i||o,n/(7*7i) + l|<?/i||o,n/7i-

Finally,

||vft||i,ft,n < lkh||o,n/7,

where

7 = 7*7i/[vT(7i + V^)+7*]-

Together with (2.8), this implies (2.2).

It then follows directly from (2.3) and standard estimates for nonconforming

methods (see [4] and [9]) that if u G (H4(U))2 and p G H3(U), then

(2.9) ||u - tullí,ft + ||p - PhWo < CA3(||u||4 + ||p||3).
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Thus, to establish Theorem 2.1 and the error estimate (2.9), we need only show

that Hypothesis HI is valid. Before doing so in the next sections, we first state

some basic facts that will facilitate the forthcoming analysis. We recall that the

barycentric coordinates A¿ = A¿(x), 1 < i < 3, of any point x G R2 with respect to

the points Ai, A2, A3 are the unique solutions of the linear system

3

(2.10) yAjXj=x,

3=1

3

(2.11) X> = L
3 = 1

Denoting by AiA2 the vector from Ai to A2, we have

(2.12) x = Ai+\2Äi~A2 + \zÄTa2,.

Hence,

(2.13) / = Vx< = VXi(Á^A2)t + VX3(A^A3)t,

and for any vector u,

(2.14) u = (u-VX2)A~i~A2 + (u-VX3)Äi~A3.

By applying (2.13) to the vector VÀ2, it easily follows that

(2.15) VA2-^1^2 = 1    and    VX2AiA3=0.

3. Verification of Hypothesis HI—Mesh I. The verification of condition

(2.5) will be done for three choices of the subdomain f2r. In the first of these,

fir = T0 U Ti U T2 U T3, where the four triangles T0, 7\, T2, T3 are aligned in the

configuration depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1
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We denote by

(pi,p2,p3)    the barycentric coordinates of B3 with respect to Ai, A2, A3,

(vi,u2,v3)    the barycentric coordinates of Bi with respect to Ai, A2, A3,

(ti,t2,t3)    the barycentric coordinates of Ci with respect to Ai, A2, B3.

The verification of Hypothesis HI will depend on a geometrical condition on the

mesh patch fir given in terms of the barycentric coordinates defined above. Fol-

lowing the verification, we describe some common situations which are and are not

covered. To simplify the proof of our result, it is convenient to first define the

following subspace of Vh(f2r). Let

V/,(f]r) = < Ufe G Vhfàr)'- / Ufe da = 0 for all sides s of Ur >.

The verification of condition (2.5) is contained in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. If D = -v2r2p\ - (vx - l)r2p2p3 + (n - l)v2p2 ¿ 0, then

the operator div/j from Y h into Hh is one-to-one and for all U/, G Vh

11     11 ^CWiu-        11lluftHi,/,,^ < -TprlldiVftUftllo.n,,

where C is a constant which depends only on the smallest angle 0 of the triangles

To, Ti, T2, andT3.

Proof. First we remark that u^ G V^ implies fT div^u/j dx = 0, so that

divft(Vh) Ç Hh- Since dimV^ = dim H h = 20, div^ is one-to-one if and only

ifKer(divh) = {0}.

In the triangle Tjt, we may write

u„ = ¿u!fc)A? + y^X2X3 + n[k2\XiX2X3,

i=l i^j

ï=èfli*)A?+E«g,)^i.
1=1 i<j

where At = A^     are the barycentric coordinates in the triangle 7V We shall omit

the superscript (k) when there is no ambiguity.

We now turn to the lengthy process of expressing the continuity of u/¡ at the

Gauss points and the satisfaction of the equations div/jU/j = q on each triangle T

and J Ufe da = 0 for each triangle side s, in terms of the degrees of freedom of u^

and q. On the side A2A3 or /I2-B3, the condition J Uh da = 0 becomes

(3.1) 3(u2 + U3)-r-(u23-r-U32) = 0.

Similarly, we have on A2Bi, A2Ai, A2Ci

(3.2) 3(u2 + ui) + (u21 +u12) = 0.

The continuity at the Gauss points on A2A3 (barycentric coordinates (0,1/2,

1/2), (0,61,1-6»), (0,1-0,0) with 0(1 - 0) = 1/10) gives

(3.3) (u2 + u3 + u23 + u32)(0) = (u2 + u3 + u23 + u32)(1),
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(03U2 + (1 - 0)3U3 + 0(1 - 0)[0u23 + (1 - 0)u32])(o)

= (03U2 + (1 - 0)3U3 + 0(1 - 0)[*U23 + (1 - Ö)U32])(1),

([1 - 0]3u2 + 03u3 + 0(1 - 0)[(1 - 0)u23 + 0u32])(o)

= ([1 - 6fu2 + 03u3 + 0(1 - 0)[(1 - 0)u23 + 0u32])(1).

Since 0(1 -0) = 1/10 implies O2 = 0 - 1/10 and O3 = (90 - 1)/10, we have

03u2 + (1 - 0)3u3 + 0(1 - 0)[0u23 + (1 - 0)u32]

= {(90 - l)u2 + (8 - 90)u3 + [0u23 + (1 - 6>32]}/10

= {(1 - 0)[3(u2 + u3) + u23 + u32] + (20 - l)(9u2 + u23)

+ (5-66,)(u2+u3)}/10.

Using an analogous rewriting of Eq. (3.5) and taking into account Eq. (3.1), we

have the continuity at the Gauss points on A2A3 and A2B3 if and only if

(3.6) (u2 + u3)W = (u2 + u3)(fc+1\        fc = 0,2,

(3.7) (9u2 + u23)(fc> = (9u2 + u23)(fc+1),        fc = 0,2.

Similarly, continuity at the Gauss points on A2Ai becomes

(3.8) (u1+u2)<1) = (u1+u2)(2»,

(3.9) (9ui + u12)(1) = (9ui + u12)(2\

The continuity with 0 at the Gauss points of AiA3, AiB3, BiA3, CiB3 (which

implies / Ufe da — 0) may be written

(3.10) U!+u3 = 0,

(3.11) 9u1+u13 = 0,

(3.12) 9u3 + u31=0.

Noticing that

Lqdx = 0o 2(qi +q2 + q3) + qi2 + q23 + qi3 = 0,

the equation divfeUfe = q on T is equivalent to

(3.13) 3ui ■ VAi + ui2 • VA2 + ui3

(3.14) 3u2 • VA2 + u23 ■ VA3 + u2i

(3.15) 3u3-VA3 + u3i • VAi+u32

(3.16) 2u23 ■ VA2 + 2u32 ■ VA3 + ui23

(3.17) 2u31 ■ VA3 + 2ui3 • VAj + ui23

VA3 = qu

VAi =q2,

VA2 = q3,

VAi = g23,

VA2 = qi3.

Taking into account (3.2), continuity with 0 at the Gauss points of A2Bi and A2Ci

is equivalent to

(3.18)

(3.19)

(ui+u2)(<:) =0,    fc = 0,3,

(9ui+u12)(fc) =0,    fc = 0,3.
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Using all of these equations, we now study Ker(div/,). To do so, we set q = 0.

In triangle T0 we obtain from (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.2), (3.18), and (3.19) that

U2 = U3 = -Ui, U31 = U2i = -Ui3 = -Ui2 = 9ui.

We deduce from (3.13) that

(3.20) 12uj • VAX = 0,

from (3.14) that

u23 ■ VA3 = 3ui • VA2,

and from (3.15) that

u32 • VA2 = 3ui • VA3.

Therefore,

(9u2 + u23) • VA3 = -9ui • VA3 + 3ui • VA2 = 12uj ■ VA2,

and using (3.1),

(9u2 + u23) • VA2 = (6u2 - 3u3 - u32) • VA2 = 0.

Let

(3.21) a = (ui-VA2)(°).

Then

(u2 + u3)(0) = 2a¿¡l3,

(9u2 + u23)(0) = 12aß^43-

In triangle Ti we use (3.6) and (3.7) with k = 0 to obtain

(3.22) (u2-rU3)(1)=2a¿¡l3,

(3.23) (9u2 + u23)(1) = 12aB~¡A3,

and using (3.1),

(9u3 + u32)(1) = -12aB~i~A2.

Next, we use (3.15) and (3.12) to get

12(u3 • VA3 - aIhA2 ■ VA2) = 0,

i.e.,

(3.24) u3 • VA3 = q(1 - v2).

Let

(3.25) ß=(u3-VXi)W.

Then

U3 = ßA2Ai + a(l - u2)A2A3,

and from (3.10),

Ui + u2 = u2 - U3 = 2aA2A3 - 2u3 = -2(ßA2Ai - av2A2A3),
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i.e.,

(3.26) (ui + u2)(1) = -2(/L4¡li - au2Á¡A3).

From (3.13) and (3.11) we obtain

(9ui-f u12) • VA2 = 9ui • VA2 - 3ui ■ VAi - uis ■ VA3

= -12ui • VAi = 12u3 • VAi = 12/?.

From (3.2), (3.10), (3.14), and (3.22),

(9ui + ui2) • VAi = (6ui - 3u2 - u2i) • VAi

= (6ui - 3u2) • VAi + 3u2 • VA2 + u23 • VA3

= (6ui - 3u2) ■ VAi + 3u2 • VA2 - 9u2 • VA3 + 12aBiA3 ■ VA3

= 6ui • VAi + 6u2 • (VA2 - VA3) + 12a(l - v3)

= - 6u3 ■ VAi + 12aA2A3 ■ (VA2 - VA3) - 6u3 • (VA2 - VA3)

+ 12a(l - u3)

= 12u3 • VA3 - 12a(l -I- v3) = 12a(vi - 1).

With (3.27) that gives

(3.28) (9ui + uiî)'1) = 12[a(ui - lL4¡li + ßMA2).

Similarly, we obtain

(3.29) (ui + u2)(2> = -2(6MAi - ^Arfs),

(3.30) (9ui + ui2)(2' = 12[7(ri - l)5¡li + 6B¡A2],

where

(3.31) 7 = (ui • VA2)<3>

and

(3.32) ¿ = (u3-VAi)(2>.

We remark that

^2#3 = PlA2Ai + P3^2^3,

-83^1 = (1 - P-i)A3Ai - p2A3A2,

B3A2 = -piA3Ai + (1 - p2)>l3.42.

Thus Eq. (3.8) becomes (from (3.26) and (3.29))

ß = 6 - r2pi7,

v2ol = r2p37.

and Eq. (3.9) becomes

(vi - l)a = (1 - pi)(n - 1)7 - pif5,

ß=-(ri-l)p2l+(l-p2)6.
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We thus obtain the linear system

/    0       1 pit2 -1      \   fa\
V2 0 ~P3T2 0

vx-l    0    -(ri-l)(l-pi) pi

V   o      i       p2(n-i) -(i-p2)J

The determinant of this linear system is

ß

7
= 0.

D = -(vi - l)r2p3p2 + u2[(ti - l)p2 - p\t2\.

Therefore, if D / 0, we have a = ß = ^ = 8 = 0. We then deduce from (3.20) and

(3.21) that u^0) = 0. Consequently,

u(0) _   (0) _   (0) _    (0) _   (0) _   (0) _   (0) _ 0u2     — u3     — u12   — u21   — u31   — u13   — u23   — u-

It then follows from (3.1) that u^ = 0 and from (3.16) and (3.17) that u$3 = 0.

Hence uh — 0. In a similar way, we obtain uh — uh = uh = 0, so that Ufe = 0.

Since this shows that Ker(divh) = {0}, we get that divfe is one-to-one.

Finally, we consider the inequality stated in Proposition 3.1. To prove this result,

we consider the previous equations with q ^ 0. First observe that Eqs. (3.1)-(3.15)

give the values of

(u.-VAO^K-VA,)^ k = 0,1,2,3,

as linear functions of (</i,q2, q3)(k \ k' = 0,1,2,3, and thus we obtain

K-VAO^I^f^maxIç'
\L>\   i,k'

IK-VA^|<g|max|ç|fc''|

We next use (3.16) and (3.17) to obtain

Kui^-VAi^l^l^l + ^xnaxl^l,

Kum-VA^I^I^I + j^maxl^l.

By standard scaling arguments, we have that

\q\k)\<C\\q\\LHTk)/AlJ2,

||Gradu||L2{Tt) < C(0) (£ |ut| + y |ut,| + |u123|) ,

where Ak denotes the area of 7V The inequality stated in Proposition 3.1 follows

immediately.

In order to understand the condition on the determinant D under which Proposi-

tion 3.1 is valid, we now examine this condition in more detail. For the configuration

of triangles depicted in Figure 3.1, we have that vi < 0, p3 < 0, n < 0. If we

assume that

V2 > 0, t2> 0, p2 > 0, v2 + p2¿ 0, v2+r2± 0, t2 + p2 j¿ 0,
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then it is easy to see that D ^ 0. Some meshes not covered by Proposition 1 are:

Figure 3.5
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Bi Bi

Figure 3.6

Remark. The limiting case Ci = Bx is allowed. In this case, uh = 0 at the Gauss

points on 01^2- Therefore, the mesh depicted in Figure 3.5 and, in particular, the

special case depicted in Figure 3.6 are covered by Proposition 3.1.

4. Verification of Hypothesis HI—Mesh II. We next consider the mesh

in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

We use the same notation with the addition that (£i, £2, £3) are the barycentric

coordinates of C2 with respect to Ai, A2, B3. The verification of condition (2.5) is

contained in the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 4.1.   If

A = (i/i - l)Cip2p3 - "2(6 - l)pi + ^6[(1 - A«i)2 - A*s] 7e 0,

then the operator divfe from V/, into Hh is one-to-one and for all Ufe G Vfe,

CÍO)
||ufe||i,h,nr < -r^j-lldivfeUfello.iv

Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 3.1 up to Eq. (3.27). In triangle Tx, it

follows from (3.2) that

9u2 + u2i = 6(u2 + Ui) - 9ui - ux2
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and from (3.26) and (3.27) that

(4.1) (9u2 + u2i)(1) = 12{tw2yM3 + [<*(i/i - 1) + ß]Äi~A3}.

By symmetry, we obtain

(4.2) (ui + u2)(2) = -2[6ÂTa2 - itiMBs],

(4.3) (9ui + Ui2)(2) = 12{76¿i£3 + [7(6 - 1) + è]MB3).

Then (3.8) and (3.9) become

ß = S-1fi(pi-l),

v2ol = C1P37,

(vi - l)a = (pi - 1)67 + A*i[(6 - 1)7 + S],

ß = M267 + (A*2- 1) [(6-1)7 + 8].

We thus obtain the linear system

(Ml - 1)6 1       \

-Ps6 0

6-a«i (6+ 6-1) -Aii
-6a*2 - (P2 - i)(6 - 1) (l-A*2)y

ß

7
= 0.

The remainder of the proof of Proposition 4.1 follows in an analogous fashion to

that of Proposition 3.1.

We now examine the determinant A in more detail in order to understand the

condition under which Proposition 4.1 is valid. For the configuration of triangles

depicted in Figure 4.1, we have that vi < 0, p3 < 0, 6 < 0. If we assume that

6 > 0, p2 > 0, pi > 0, v2 > 0, i/2 + ^ 0, v2 + P2 ± 0, 6 + pi # 0,

then it is easy to see that A ^ 0. Some meshes not covered by Proposition 4.1 are

Figure 4.2. v2 = & =0
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Figure 4.3. v2 = p2 = o

By

Figure 4.4. 6 = pi = 0

However, the standard regular mesh, depicted in Figure 4.5, is covered by Propo-

sition 4.1.

5. Verification of Hypothesis HI—Mesh III. Next, we turn to the case of

three triangles aligned as in Figure 5.1.

We set Qr = T = TiUT2UT3. Let (vi,v2,v3) denote the barycentric coordinates

of B with respect to the points Ai,A2, A3 and let (pi, p2, p3) denote the barycentric

coordinates of a point x G T with respect to A\, A2, A3. To define the barycentric

coordinates in each T¿, we also denote the vertex B in the triangle T¿ by Bt. We

then denote by A^ the barycentric coordinate of a point x G Ti with respect to

the vertex of T¿ with subscript j. Define the subspace X/, of Vfe by

Xfe = {Ufe G (C0(R2))2:Ufe|T, G (P3)2,Ufe(ß) = 0,Ufe = 0 in fi/T}.
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FIGURE 5.1

Note that u/, G X/, may be represented in the triangle T¿ by

3 3

u» = EUS)A?A; + y^x2xt + v^3xix2x3
3 = 1 J = l

where we have omitted the superscript (i) on the barycentric coordinates. We will

continue to omit superscripts (on u^ as well) when there is no ambiguity about

the triangle. Using the continuity of U/,, it follows by comparing the expressions

for Uh along common interior sides, that

u13W2> 23 '
u(l)_„(2)u31   " 32 '

(5.1) u (2) _ „(3)
12 U 13 ' U

(2) _ „(3)
21 U 31 i

U
(3) _,.(!)
23 *21 ' U

(3) -.,(D
32 '12

Using the above, it is easy to check that dimXh = 18, while Hh, defined in Section

2, has dimension 15. To get a result analogous to Propositions 3.1 and 4.1, we

define

Vfe = < Ufe G Xfe: / Ufe • vdo = 0, for all sides s of fir >,

where v is the normal to s. Note that fa Ufe uda = 0 is equivalent to the conditions

(5.2) (4V + off) • VA^ = (u<V + u<V) • VA^ = 0,
(2)

(5.3)

(5-4) V"32

We will then prove:

^2)^ l(2) _ l„W(u\2> + utf) • VA3" = (u£ + u£) ■ VA^ = 0,
(2h i(2)

(u$+u%)-VX[V = (u$+u$)-VX2V 0.

PROPOSITION 5.1.   The operator div from V/, into Hh is one-to-one and for

all Ufe G Vfe,

(5.5) ||uh||i,fe,nr ^CWUdivfeUfello.n,-
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Note that for this mesh, we are actually proving the inf-sup condition for con-

forming piecewise cubics.

Before proving Proposition 5.1, we gather some facts about the relationships

among the various barycentric coordinates defined above. By writing Basa convex

combination of the Ai, we easily obtain

px = „iX[V = viX™ + X^ = viX^ + X?\

p2 = v2X^ + X2^ = u2X^=u2X^+Xf\

ß3 = u3X^ + X^ = ,3X^+X^=,3xi3\

From these relations it follows that

i(D k(3) l(Uj,3VA3i; = -i^VA^,    i/iVA21J = -u2VXY>,    i^2VA3ZJ = -1/3 VA(2) l(2) >(3)

By first expressing AJ    as a linear function of pi, p2, p3 and then using the fact

that J2i=i VA¿    = 0, we obtain the further relations

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

VA2X

VA,1

VA32

VA<2

VA<3

VA23

(Vp2 + u2VX{31))/(l-ly2),

(Vpa + ^VA^Vil-i/a),

(Vp3 + u3VX{2))/(l-u3),

(Vp1+i/1VA32))/(l-^),

(Vm+viVX{23))/(l-vi),

(Vp.2 + v2VX[3))/(l-v2).

Using these facts, we are now ready to prove Proposition 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.1.  From the equation divUh = q, we get in triangle 7\

the equations

(5.12)

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

Ui2 • VA2 + U13

U2i

U31

2ui2 • VAi + 2u2i • VA2 + Ui23

U123

VA3 = rji,

VAi = q2,

VAi = q3,

VA3 = gi2,

VAi = q23,

in triangle T2 the equations

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

Ui2 • VA2 = qi,

U21 • VAi + u23 • VA3 = q2,

u32 • VA2 = q-3,

U123 • VA2 = qi3,

2u23 ■ VA2 + 2u32 • VA3 + ui23 • VAi = q23,
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and in triangle T3 the equations

(5.22) u13VA3 = gi,

(5.23) u23 • VA3 = q2,

(5.24) u3i • VAi + u32 • VA2 = q3,

(5.25) ui23 • VA3 = qi2,

(5.26) 2u3i • VA3 + 2ui3 • VAX + Uj23 • VAi = qi3.

Now observe that u21' = u23 is determined from Eqs. (5.13) and (5.23), u3i =

u32 is determined form Eqs. (5.14) and (5.19), and u[2 = u[3 is determined

from Eqs. (5.17) and (5.22). More precisely, using the relationships among the

barycentric coordinates, the functions uy • VAJ¡. , i = 1,3,j = 1,3, k = 1,3, j ^ i,

may be written as linear combinations of qy, i = 1,3, j = 1,3, and these ui¿ = 0

if the above q{}%) = 0. Then u\f ■ VA£\ i ¿ j ¿ k, is determined by Eqs. (5.2),

(5.3), and (5.4). We deduce from (5.6), (5.7), and (5.12) that in triangle 7\

1 r, 1-Ui2 • Vp2 +-Ui3 • Vp3

1        -,        1
-U23 • Vp3 +-U2i • Vpi

(5.27) X~V2 l~V3

= qi-T^Ui2-VX^--^-Ui3-VX21\
l-v2 a        l-v3

Similarly, in T2

(5.28)

and in T3

(5.29)

1 - v3 1 - l>i

^3 r7\(2) vl T7\(2)
-U23 • VA    ' --?■-

U3 1 - I/i
«72 - y^-n23 ■ VX\" - —^u2i ■ VA3'

1 - i/3 1 - i/i

1  ■ „ !
-u3i • Vpi +-u32 • Vp2

1 - Vi 1 - v2

= 93-T^-u3i-VA23'--^2-u32.VA[3).
l-^i ¿        1 - v2

Using the equivalences in (5.1), the above system of equations may be reduced to a

linear system in the three unknowns u12 ■ Vp2, u23 • Vp3, u31 • Vpi, with matrix

(l-u2)-1    (l-v3)~l 0

0 (i-^)-1   (l-i^i)-1

(1-I/2)-1 0 (1-fl)-1.

The determinant of this matrix is 2[(1 - i/i)(l - ^2)(1 - ^3)]_1 ^ 0, which allows

us to determine u\f. Finally, we use Eqs. (5.15), (5.16), (5.20), (5.21), (5.25), and

(5.26) to determine Uj23 as linear functions of the qij and <&. Thus we see that the

operator div from Vfe into //fe is one-to-one. Inequality (5.5) follows by the same

scaling argument used in the proof of Proposition 3.1.

6. Additional Results. In checking the validity of Hypothesis HI for a given

mesh, it may be the case that there are a few triangles which do not easily fit into

one of the mesh types covered in the previous sections. In that case, the following

lemmas may be useful.
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LEMMA 6.1.   Let To and Ti be two triangles with a common side s and fío

T0 U Ti. Then, for all qh G Hh(T0), there exists u/, G V/,(f2o) such that

divfeUfe = qh    in T0,        uhda = 0,    and    ||ufe||i,fe,no < C(0)\\qh\\o,To,
J s

where C depends only on the smallest angle 0 of the triangles To and Ti.

Proof.

At

Using the notation of Proposition 3.1 and Figure 6.1, we see that the requirement

that u(°) = 0 at the Gauss points of BiA2 and BiA3 leads to the conditions

u2 = u3 = -Ui,    ui3 = -u3i = -9ui,    ui2 = -u2i =-9ui,

and the requirement that / u/, da = 0 on A3A2 can be implemented by setting

u23 = 3ui + k,        u32 = 3ui - K,

with k to be determined. Setting a = ui • VA2, the equation divfeUfe = qh in To

leads to the equations

Ui-VAi=9i/12,

rc-VA3 = <72-çi/2 + 6a,

k • VA2 = —q3 +qi+ 6a,

ui23 • VA2 = qi3 + 3<?i + 18q,

Ui23 ■ VA3 = fji2 + 3<7i/2 - 18a.

It is easy to check that choosing a = —qi /24 and defining u in triangle Ti by

„(1) _ „(0) (1) _     (0) (1)   _     (0)u,    — u{   ,    ui}   — u¿J ,    u123 — u123

gives the desired result.

LEMMA  6.2.   // Ü, = Qr U T, where T has a common side with Qr, and if

Hypothesis HI holds for Qr, then Hypothesis HI holds for Qs.

Proof. Let qh G üífe(ns). Lemma 6.1 then implies that there exists uo G V/,(ns)

such that

divfeU0 = <7fe    in T   and    ||u0||i,fe,na < Ci||gfe||o,n,-

Setting qi = qh — divfeU0, we observe that f u/, da = 0 implies that qi G Hh(Or).
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Hence, there exists Ui G Vfe(Or) with divfeUi = qi and

||ui||i,fe,ns < |ki||o,nr/7r < (1 + <?iv/2)||<fo||o,n./'Yr.

Taking Ufe = uo + ui, we get that divfeUfe = qh and

||ufe||i,fe,n, < (Ci + [1 + C!>/2]/7r)||9fc||o,n. = ||?fc||o.n./7-,

with 7, = 7r/(l +CiV2 + Cilr).
Remark. Finally, since we have not found a counterexample, we conjecture that

the spaces W/, and Qh form a stable Stokes pair for any triangulation of a convex

polygon satisfying the minimal angle condition and containing an interior vertex.
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